ON THE SEMISIMPLICITY OF TWISTED GROUP ALGEBRAS
D. S. PASSMAN
Abstract.
In this paper we make a number of simple observations on the question of the semisimplicity
of twisted group
algebras. The results are based for the most part on certain results known for algebraically closed fields and on the behavior of the
Jacobson Radical under field extension.

Let K be a field and let G be a not necessarily finite group. We let
K'G denote a twisted group ring of G over K. That is, K'G is an associative ZC-algebra with basis {xjxGG} and with multiplication
de-

fined by

xy = yix, y)xy,

yix, y) E K - {o}.

If all 7(x, y) = 1 then K'G is in fact KG, the group ring of G over K.
In this paper we make a number of simple observations
tion of the semisimplicity of such algebras.
Theorem

1. Let G be a group and set G = G\

on the ques-

Z, the wreath product

of G by the infinite cyclic group Z. Then
(i) G is isomorphic

to a subnormal

subgroup

of G.

(ii) If K is any field and if K'G is any twisted group ring, then K'G
is semisimple.
This result is implicit in [4] and [5] but it deserves more attention.
It indicates that in general the question of semisimplicity is a global
function of the group G. In particular it says that a knowledge of the
structure of some subnormal subgroup of G is never sufficient in itself to answer the question.
Theorem

2. Let K'G be a twisted group ring and let K0 be the subfield

of K generated by all 7(x, y) with x, yEG. Suppose that
(i) K has characteristic p>0,
(ii) G has no elements of order p, and
(iii) K is not algebraic over Ko-

Then K'G is semisimple.
Corollary.
Suppose that K has characteristic p>0 and that G has
no elements of order p. If K is not algebraic over GFip) then KG is
semisimple.
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[May

This improves Theorem IV of [3] by eliminating the separability
condition required in that result. Thus we now know as much in
characteristic
p>0 about group rings of groups with no elements of
order p as we know (Theorem 1 of [2]) in characteristic
0 about
group rings of arbitrary groups. On the other hand, for twisted group
rings the characteristic
0 analog of Theorem 2 has not as yet been
proved, so we in fact know more in the modular case.
Theorem 3. Let G be a solvable group and suppose that either K has
characteristic 0 or K has characteristic p>0 and G has no elements of
order p. Then K'G is semisimple.
This is one of a number of similar results which can be proved by
the same method, namely an inductive argument on the length of a
finite normal series of G provided that the quotient groups are of certain prescribed types. Presumably
this method can be generalized
and formalized as in [fi].
1. Algebras. In this section we study the behavior of the Jacobson
Radical of an algebra A under field extension. This problem has of
course been considered fully by Amitsur in [l]. However by making
an appropriate
assumption on A we are able to circumvent
to some
extent the difficulty of inseparable field extensions.
In the following A is a fixed algebra over K, F and L are field ex-

tensions of K with F^L'DK and AF denotes the P-algebra A®rF.
In addition J (A) denotes the Jacobson Radical of A and N(A) denotes its Nilpotent

Radical,

so that

N(A)

is the sum of all the nil-

potent ideals of A.

Lemma 1.1. J(AF)r\ALQJ(AL).
Proof.

Certainly J(A F)f~\A L is an ideal in A L. Let aG J(A F)C\A L

so that a has a right quasi

with /o = l. Then

AF= ^

inverse 8EA F. Let {/,- j be a basis of F/L

AL-fi and we can write 8 —80+81 where

8oEAL and 81E ]C«*oAL-fi- From
O = a + /3 + a/3=(a

we conclude that a+B0+a8o
AL so J(AF)nALQJ(AL).

+ /30 + a0o) + (Pi + aBx)

= 0. Thus a has a right quasi inverse in

Lemma 1.2. Let {r0be a family of fields such that
(i) /QPcQP for each FoG^o, and
(ii) for any finite subset S of F there exists PoG^o with SQF0.

Let aEAL and suppose that aEJ(Af„)

Proof.

for all F0E$o- Then aEJ(AF).

Let 8EAF. Then by (ii) 8EAFo for some FoG^o- Since
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it follows that aB has a quasi inverse in AF„ and hence in

AF by (i). Thus aAF is a quasi regular right ideal and aEJ(AF).

Proposition
QJ(AF).

1.3. Let (F:L) =n<

<*>. Then J(AF)"CZJ(AL)-AF

Proof. Let M be an irreducible ^-module
and consider the AFmodule MF = M®AhAF. As an ^/.-module
MF is a direct sum of re
irreducible modules. Hence clearly as an ^p-module,
MF has a composition series of length ^re. Thus JiAF)n acts trivially on MF.

Let/1,/2,

• • • ,/„ be a basis for F/L with /i=l.

Let aEJ(AF)n

a = ^Zctifi and a,G^4L- Since 7kfi?a= 0 and MF = ^M®fi

with

we see that

0 = iM ® l)a = 2 (# «<)® /••
Thus Mojj = 0 and since this is true for all such irreducible

ctiEJiAi).

Thus aEJiAL)-AF

Now let M be an irreducible

M we have

and hence J(AFycij(AL)-AF.
AF-modu\e

and let pEM—

{o} so

that M = p(AF). ll fi, fi, ■ ■ ■, fn are as above then M= ]C(m/.)4z,
and M is a finitely generated ^4z,-module. Set M0 = M(J(Ai)).
Since
F commutes with AL it follows that Mo is an ^4/?-submodule of M.
Thus either M0 = M or M0 = 0. However by Nakayama's
Lemma,
since Af is a finitely generated AL-modu\e, we cannot have M =

M(J(AL)). Thus 0 = M(J(AL)) and since this is true for all such irreducible M we have J(AL)QJ(AF).
Thus J(AL)-AFC1J(AF).

Corollary

Proof.

1.4. Let F/L be algebraic. Then J(AL)-AFC.J(AF).

Let f50 be the family of all fields F0 with F^DFQ^L and

(F0:L) <.<*>. Since F/L is algebraic it follows that JFo satisfies
hypotheses of Lemma 1.2. Thus by Lemma 1.2 and Proposition

the
1.3

we have J (A L)Q J (A F) and therefore J(AL) ■AFCJ(AF).
Proposition

1.5. Let F/L be purely transcendental
J(AF)

and J(Af)C~\Al

and F¥^L. Then

= [J(AF)C\AL]-AF

is a nil ideal in Al-

Proof. This is Theorem II of [l].
Definition.

We say A is nilpotent

free if for all F~DK we have

iVT^Ho.
Lemma 1.6. Let A be nilpotent free. Then J(AL) =0 implies J(AF)

= 0.
Proof.

Let F0 be a subfield of F with F^F0^L,

transcendental

and F/F0 algebraic.

By Proposition
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Let aEJ(AF).

Since

field Pi with F2P3F0,

F/F0 is algebraic

[May

it follows that

there

exists

a

(Fx: F0) =n<<» and aEAFl. Hence aEJ(AF)

T\Ap1QJ(Afx)
by Lemma 1.1. By Proposition 1.3 we have J(AFl)n
QJ(AFo)-AFl = 0 and thus since N(AFl)=0
we have J(AFl)=0.
This yields a = 0 and the result follows.

Corollary

1.7. Let A be nilpotent free. If F/L is algebraic then

J (A F) = 0 if and only if J (A L)=0.
Proof. By Lemma 1.6 J(AL)=0 implies that J(AF)=0. On the
other hand if J(AL)^0 then by Corollary 1.4 J (A L)C J (A F) so
J(AF)^0.
Let tr(F/K)
denote the transcendence
degree of F/K
tr(F/K)
is either a nonnegative
integer or the symbol oo.
Proposition

so that

1.8. Let A be nilpotent free and let F and F' be two field

extensions of K with tr(F'/K)^tr(F/K).
J(AF,)=0.

Then J(AF)=0

implies

Proof. By Corollary 1.7 it suffices to assume that F/K and F'/K
are purely transcendental.
By Proposition 1.5 it suffices to show that

J(AF,)C\A =0. LetaEJ(AF.)(~\A

and let ffobe the set of all fields P0

with F^>Fo3A
and F0/K purely transcendental
with finite transcendence degree. Since F/K is purely transcendental
it follows that
Jro satisfies the hypotheses
of Lemma 1.2. Let PoG^o- Since tr(F'/K)

^tr(F/K)

it follows that there exists a field F'0 with F'^F'fDK

and

such that Po and Pq are A-isomorphic.
Thus AFo and Apt are Aisomorphic.
Now aEJ(AF')C\AF'ac^zJ(AF'f
by Lemma 1.1 so it
follows that aEJ(AFo).
Since this is true for all such PoG^o, Lemma

1.2 yields aEJ(AF)
2. Group algebras.

and hence a = 0. This completes the proof.
In this section A=K'G,

a twisted

group ring

of G over K. If F is a field extension of K then clearly AF = F'G with
the same system {y(x, y)} of cofactors. In [5] a number of results
were obtained about such algebras under the assumption
that the
field was algebraically closed of characteristic p>0. In most cases, in
fact with the exception only of Theorem 3.2 of [5], a characteristic
0
analog of the result holds and is proved in the same way. In many
cases the algebraically closed assumption is not needed either. In the
following when we quote the results of [5] we will allow the field to
have this more general nature.
Proof of Theorem 1. Let Q —CAZ. Then G is clearly isomorphic
to a subnormal subgroup of G. Let F be the algebraic closure of K.

We wish to show that J(K'G) =0 and by Corollary 1.4 it suffices to
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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The result now follows from Proposition

6.3

of [5].
For any prime p let A"(G) be the subgroup of G generated by all
elements xGG such that x has order a power of p and |G:C<?(x)|
<°o.

Proposition
2.1. If K has characteristic 0 then K'G is nilpotent free.
If K has characteristic p>0 then K'G is nilpotent free if and only if

A'(G)-<1>.
Proof. Suppose that K'G is not nilpotent free and let L be a field
extension of K with N(L'G)?iO.
Then L'G has a nonzero nilpotent
ideal I. If F is the algebraic closure of L then clearly I®lF
is a non-

zero nilpotent ideal in F'G so N(F'G)^0.
has characteristic p>0 and AP(G)^(1).
Conversely

suppose

By Theorem 3.7 of [5], F

that K has characteristic

p>0

and that AP(G)

5^(1). Let F be the algebraic closure of K. Then by Theorem 3.7 of
[5], N(F'G) ^0 so K'G is not nilpotent free.
Proof of Theorem 2. Clearly K'G = K'0G®k0K and since G has no
elements of order p, K'0G is nilpotent
he a purely transcendental
extension

free by Proposition
2.1. Let F
of K0 with tr(F/Ko) = 1. By

Proposition 1.5, J(F'G) =1® F where I is a nil ideal in KqG. Thus by
Theorem 3.2 of [5], whose
algebraically
closed, we have
tion tr(K/K0)^tr(F/Ko)
so
The corollary is of course an

proof does not require the field to be
1 = 0 and J(F'G) =0. Now by assumpthe result follows by Proposition
1.8.
immediate consequence of Theorem 2

since if K'G = KG then K0 = GF(p).
Lemma 2.2. Let H<\G with G/H = B abelian. Suppose that J(K'H)
= 0 and that G has no elements of order p if K has characteristic

p>0.

Then J (K'G) =0.
Proof. By Proposition 2.1, if Wis any subgroup of G then K'Wis
nilpotent free. Let F be the algebraic closure of K. Then by Corollary
1.7 we have J(F'H)=0
and in addition it suffices to show that

J(FlG)=0.

Let aEJ(F'G).

Then aEF'Go

where G^Go^H

and

Go/H is finitely generated. Hence also aEJ(F'Go)
by Lemma 1.9 of
[S], It clearly suffices to show that J(F'Go) =0 or in other words we
can assume that G/H = B is a finitely generated abelian group.
Let Bi be the torsion subgroup of B so Bi is finite of order re for
some integer re. Let GQCn^Zz" with Gi/H = B\. Now Proposition
1.3

of [5] yields J(F'Gi)n^J(F'H)-F'Gi
potent

= 0 and hence since K'GX is nil-

free we have J (F'G/) =0. Finally Gi<G and G/Gi is a torsion
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free abelian group so J(FtG)QJ(F'Gx)-F'G

= 0 by Corollary 1.11 of

[5] and the result follows.
Proof of Theorem 3. We proceed by induction on d(G), the derived length of G. li d(G) =0 then G = (l) and the result is clear. Now
let d(G)>0. Then d(G)>d(G'),
where G' is the commutator
of G, so by induction J(K'G')=0.
Since G/G' is abelian,

subgroup
the above

lemma yields J(K'G)=0.
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